“Life in all its fullness” John 10:10

Kisiizi Updates March 2018: “Pressing on...”
The history of Kisiizi has often followed the pattern seen in the Acts of the Apostles with “2 steps forward, 1 step
back” and 2017 was no exception:

Blessings and Encouragements:

On 1st March a group from National Social Security Fund (NSSF) came to Kisiizi to hand over medical equipment
donated from their social responsibility fund. This included a universal anaesthetic machine which incorporates
an oxygen concentrator and compressor for air
plus a ventilator and patient monitor.
Gershom, our senior anaesthetic clinical officer,
was grinning from ear to ear with excitement
as the long awaited machine was unveiled and
Dr Robert & Dr Francis, Consultant Surgeons,
hosted the visitors to the Theatres.
Bishop Benon Magezi was the host and Guest
of Honour and members of the media
attended. Following a presentation about
Kisiizi and a tour of the hospital, the visitors
took part in packing gauze swabs for theatre as
they had also donated two autoclaves for
instruments. There were then speeches in a
marquee including local MP Hon. Turyahikayo
Mary Paula followed by lunch in the Kisiizi Falls Visitors Centre.

LANDMARK STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT

We celebrated and rejoiced back in May 2017 the mile-stone opening of the new
purpose built Ahumuza Centre for patients with mental illness. It is the first of its
kind in a rural area in Uganda and a wonderful
testimony to the Christian heart of Kisiizi to care for the
vulnerable and forgotten. The Centre was opened by
Dr Diana Atwine, the Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Health who was an excellent Guest of
Honour and arrived by helicopter landing on the
primary school playing fields. The building was funded by Jamie’s Fund in memory of
Jamie Devaney and it was wonderful to have Jamie’s parents present for the opening
celebrations. Patients, their attendants and Staff
have all been so encouraged by the new facilities
which are a dramatic improvement after the old
ward.
For the first time Kisiizi has had a visiting Psychiatric Registrar, Dr Fiona Martin,
who has worked with Sister Nancy Mwebesa, our Psychiatric Clinical Officer, to
further develop protocols and quality improvements
http://jamiesfund.org.uk/ with valuable support visits
from Rev. Hugh Burgess, John Taylor & Dr Mo Wilkinson.
===============================================
Kisiizi Hospital Community Health Insurance Scheme, the
oldest of its kind in Uganda, has continued to grow and
now has the remarkable figure of 40,500 beneficiaries in 5
Districts in 207 community groups up to 60km from Kisiizi.
All these patients are now on our Stre@mline IT system
which is giving us a much better tracking of the use of the
scheme.
Thankfully it balanced economically in the financial year to
June 30th 2017 even though the scheme has no external
donor support. Mr Alex Kakama was appointed as
Manager of the scheme this year and is proving a great
asset. The photo shows Group Leaders at the AGM.
In 2017 15,050 members of the scheme attended out-patients for treatment
and 2,162 were admitted to our wards.
We spend around 45 million shillings a month on the scheme (around
£9,000 a month) and liaise closely with the Executive appointed by the
group leaders at the AGM.
We plan to further develop the Health Promotion opportunities with this
network.

Kisiizi Partners http://www.kisiizipartners.org.uk continue to provide a tremendous
contribution to various ministries in Kisiizi. In addition to the regular salary support
a new staff accommodation block was funded and is being well used and
sponsorship of training for members of Kisiizi staff has been strategic.
The Mothers Waiting Home continues to be greatly appreciated by vulnerable
mothers providing a safe environment to await delivery.

The Kisiizi Child Sponsorship programme provides crucial support for 455 vulnerable children,
mostly orphans, from very poor families. Dorcas International has sponsored children in Kisiizi
since the 1990’s but their own economic pressures are causing them to phase out of the Kisiizi
programme. We are so grateful to Wendy Stormont who has led and co-ordinated the Kisiizi
Partners Sponsor an Orphan programme for many years and now handed over to Alison and
David Candlin. David was a member of the working party in 2000 when fourteen Greyfriars
Church members visited Kisiizi; it was his question of ‘how can we help you long term?’ that
ultimately led to the establishment of Kisiizi Orphans. Alison is a paediatric nurse who has also
visited Kisiizi. We are grateful to Stanley and Night who co-ordinate the programme from the
Office to ensure good liaison with families and schools.
Email: kisiiziorphans@hotmail.com
www.kisiiziorphans.org.uk
Also on Facebook.
Countess of Chester Hospital continues in partnership with Kisiizi sending clinical teams
including sonographers and radiographers and patient safety teams who conducted
Leadership training recently. They kindly paid for transport of a new Ultrasound machine
generously donated by Toshiba which has improved the range of diagnostic tests Kisiizi can
perform.
Our Senior Hospital Administrator, Mr. Moses Mugume, won a Commonwealth Fellowship
to work at Countess of Chester for a month in a range of areas of administration and
estates further strengthening links. He also spoke as Guest of Honour at Friends of Kisiizi
Days in both Reading and Dublin which were very successful.
See http://www.coch.nhs.uk/fundraising/kisiizi-hospitalproject.aspx
==================================================================
The Kisiizi School of Nursing & Midwifery now has 176 student nurses and 96
pupil midwives enrolled. The library has been refurbished and extra computers
purchased.
Training for diploma
midwives as well as
diploma nurses has
been introduced.
Students contribute
much to Kisiizi both in
the clinical areas and in
the Chapel, sports etc.

The national examination results have been released recently. Our 9 Diploma
nurses all passed with Credits at first attempt, our certificate midwives achieved
34 credits and 3 passes with no failures and our 3 certificate nurses retaking for
second attempt all passed.
=========================
Chaplaincy
We rejoiced when our new Bishop,
Benon Magezi, appointed our
Chaplain, Rev Joshua Bwebale, as a
Canon in recognition of his services.
The photo shows him with Dr Krupa and his wife Joselyn at the celebrations.

The annual Mission in October went well with many responding. The
on-going Discipleship Group meets every Saturday afternoon and it is encouraging to see the enthusiasm of its
members. Other fellowship groups and Bible studies for both staff and students are spread throughout the week
and the weekly meeting for attendants and patients remains very popular. Staff meet every weekday at 8am for
chapel and we hold services in Rukiga and English every Sunday. Staff go onto the different wards to pray with
the patients in the mornings and are well received and we are grateful for the freedom to practice holistic care
for body, mind, spirit and community.

We are so grateful to all of our Staff who go the extra mile to serve our patients and to the visitors from other
parts of Uganda who come to support our work. Representatives of the Ministry of Health, District Health
Officer’s office, Infectious Diseases Institute, Public Health Laboratory etc. often visit Kisiizi to monitor and liaise.
Kisiizi is part of the Uganda Protestant Medical Bureau network which provides supervision/support visits and
accreditation assessments. They have also provided support to upgrade a Pharmacy Store area.
Most HIV work in Uganda is sponsored by USAID through different partners and we have been working with
Cardno up to now but will switch to SWRHITES from April 2018. Engender Health is sponsoring Kisiizi to be a

centre for a programme to treat women with fistulae (a connection between the bladder and vagina causing
leakage of urine usually caused by historical inadequate obstetric management).
Ruharo Eye Hospital in Mbarara continues to help Kisiizi with Eye Camps conducting cataract surgery and other
operations. North Kigezi Diocese and Chilli Children liaise with Kisiizi in providing camps for children with cerebral
palsy benefitting from surgery and physiotherapy inputs. Joint Medical Stores are our main supplier for
medicines, iv fluids and many items of equipment and the opening of a regional office in Mbarara has been very
helpful. Mbarara Regional Blood Transfusion Service provide us with donor blood supplies though we have to
sometimes supplement with live donors here when we run out of supplies or when we need fresh blood for
patients who need clotting factors etc as we do not have access to fresh frozen plasma supplies.
https://www.uukha.org/ Kisiizi have been involved in this network from its inception
and the Medical Superintendent gave the first Webinar from a Ugandan setting
entitled “FROM THEORY TO REAL-WORLD PRACTICE – IMPLEMENTING HEALTHCARE QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS”
illustrated by many activities from Kisiizi – you can watch the youtube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWCU2gsqf0k&feature=youtu.be

Kisiizi featured in their first newsletter https://knowledge-gateway.org/?nbq37d5c.r7qdckz7 and has been asked to
present at the UK East Africa Health Improvement Summit in March 2018 convened by BMJ and UUKHA.
Other overseas visitors have encouraged us.
 The urology teams from Royal Berkshire Hospital in Reading continue to support our own surgical staff
and held a very successful urology camp at the end of 2017. See the article below:
British Association of Urological Surgeons article on Kisiizi:
www.baus.org.uk/professionals/urolink/uganda.aspx


The teams from Dublin from UCDVO and CHEEERS are enthusiastic and have greatly
encouraged our Rehabilitation Unit and continue to diversify the range of specialties
supported now including nutrition. Workshops on diabetes and stroke, camps for
children with cerebral palsy etc have been much appreciated.
https://www.ifundraise.ie/2898_cheeers--developing-healthcare-together.html

http://www.ucdvo.org/projectsoverseas/uganda/


Kisiizi has a long standing link with St Andrew’s College in Dublin who have brought groups of pupils out for
many years and these trips have proved stimulating and often life-changing for the students.
https://sac.ie/
High Hopes for Children is a UK charity that have teamed up with CHEEERS to help support the special
needs children now part of Kisiizi Hospital Primary School. They have helped organise training
programmes and support the salaries of assistants to the children as well as the child sponsorship
costs.
http://www.highhopesforchildren.com/

Kisiizi has also enjoyed hosting a series of groups of South Sudanese
Clinical Officer students whose course run by International Christian
Medical & Dental Association is based in Kampala due to insecurity in
their homeland. They prove to be enthusiastic learners and enjoy the
Kisiizi experience and we pray they will make a difference when they go
back to South Sudan to serve their communities.
We currently have another group of 3 degree nursing students from Vives
University in Belgium here for 3 months.
We also had another group of doctors on the East Africa Diploma of
Tropical Medicine course run by London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine placed at Kisiizi for a week and again it went very well.

Valuable visits from Dr Helen & Alan Smith, trustees of Kisiizi Partners; Eric & Dr Angela Payne; representatives of St
Luke’s Sway and CMS; U-Shape Family Planning volunteers; Nicky & Richard Westoby to name but a few have all been
appreciated. Jonathan Jones Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon led another Peterborough team giving valuable input:
https://www.nwangliaft.nhs.uk/about-us/trust-news/staff-help-develop-healthcare-services-in-uganda/
As we miss Dr Dwight & Sandy McLeod who have had to be in UK for family reasons
we are very grateful for Dr Krupa George (photo) helping us for six months from July
to December 2017 and then Dr Jatt Khaira coming for 3 weeks in February 2018 as
specialist physicians.
We have also been blessed over the past year with volunteer doctors coming for
short or longer placements including Ben & Susie Gray, Amy Watson, Barak St-John
with Heather and family, Edward Pinder from Chester, Anna Goodhart with engineer
husband Owen, Robert & Fiona McMillan and Gordon with Sophie (teaching in the
primary school) Macleod. We appreciate Lara Wells’ input as a midwife following the
previous footsteps of Ruth Sloman; and
Rosanna Silver helped in Children’s ward
while her husband Mark worked in Accounts.
Earlier in 2017 we were delighted to welcome Laji & Sheila Varghese back to
Kisiizi, Laji being a very accomplished surgeon and Sheila a paediatrician.
Dr Gabriel Okumu has kept in close touch and supported our Urology camps.
All these volunteers have enriched Kisiizi and encouraged our staff greatly.
The wider Kisiizi Family: We are so grateful for you all! The faithful and
committed prayers and support from churches and individuals in Uganda and
beyond are crucial to Kisiizi coping with all the pressures it faces in serving a
very poor community in a remote area.
For example in addition to others already mentioned above, special thanks to St Paul’s Church Glenageary who have
been so generous over many years in capital projects such as the building of ward blocks and operating theatre suites
as well as supporting training and salaries of specialists.
http://glenageary.dublin.anglican.org/
It’s so encouraging that some groups have supported
Kisiizi over decades e.g. Church Mission Society, Carers and Sharers group in Battle, Botwnnog, Chudleigh, All Soul’s
Langham Place London, St Luke’s West Norwood, St. Luke’s Sway, and others more recently such as Tytherington
Family Worship (TFW) in Macclesfield for example.
Many babies and young children have been blessed with knitted hats,
jumpers etc. faithfully and lovingly made by loyal supporters in churches
in UK to whom we express our great thanks. It’s also a joy to see how
people gathered for the annual Friends of Kisiizi Day in Reading and this
year for the first time in Dublin too!
Thanks too to friends in Sybyl computer
company in Kampala for their support.
It is wonderful to see how God gives different people specific areas of
interest. So at Friends of Kisiizi Day there may be one group discussing
hydro-electricity, another rehabilitation, another child sponsorship etc.
and this diversity has been one of the great strengths of the Kisiizi family.
Tom & Anna Sibbald have, for example, very faithfully worked on lowsmoke wood stoves. These use less wood so help economically and
environmentally and as they significantly reduce smoke levels we hope
they reduce health problems. For this reason we have been trialling some
of the stoves in different Insurance Groups in the hope that the incidence
of pneumonia in young children may be reduced. This is because many
infants are carried for long periods on their mothers’ backs and so may be
exposed to a lot of smoke in kitchen areas.
Thanks too to Dr Sunil, Dr Katie and others who support the malnutrition unit on Children’s ward, and to George &
Doreen Wadsworth for the goat project which provides goats to very poor families with malnourished children and can
turn their futures around giving them hope once again.

Support services include our Biomedical Workshop, Laboratory and Pharmacy as well as
sterile supplies, estates, administration, vehicles/ambulances etc. Data, Records and IT are
increasingly important. Thanks to all Staff in these areas, many often working 24 hours!
The photo shows a GeneXpert machine in the Kisiizi Microbiology lab area which is a
sophisticated way of screening for Tuberculosis (TB). It can also help to identify any cases
resistant to standard treatments to ensure they are isolated and aggressively treated with
second-line regimes to try and minimise the risk of spread of multi-drug resistant TB.
Research & Publications:Research projects have included our work with WHO & Johns
Hopkins collaboration for the Surgical Unit-based Safety Program looking at factors
influencing outcome in surgical cases as published on the WHO international website.
Another publication from Kisiizi focussed on maternity issues:
The use of facilities for labor and delivery: the views of women in rural Uganda
Journal of Public Health in Africa 2017; 8:592

Kisiizi also participated in the multi-centre Woman trial of tranexamic acid in postpartum haemorrhage.
Lancet 2017; 389: 2105–16 Published Online April 26, 2017

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(17)30638-4
So what does Kisiizi actually do?!

====================================
Kisiizi Hospital Primary school now has 401 pupils of whom 191 are boarders. Davis, a Special
Needs Teacher, back from his training and eleven pupils with various physical problems such as
cerebral palsy, brittle bone disease and muscular dystrophy have joined the school. A new
dormitory is being constructed for boys with support from our Dublin friends and we hope to build
new facilities to support the special needs children in the next year or so.

We had the joy of meeting
previous graduates of the
school at a reunion in the
Christmas holidays when they
came back to enjoy fellowship
together and also to
contribute to the school
practically by decorating a
nursery classroom and
providing a new road sign for
the Primary School.

Infrastructure:
A Water Filtration Plant has been installed delivering safe drinking water to our Clinics and Wards so patients and
their attendants no longer have to boil water. Air conditioning units have been installed in the Lab to protect
equipment from overheating and in the Theatres to protect the surgeons from the same fate!
New terrazzo floors were put into Medical Upper ward and new private rooms have been constructed in Medical
Lower ward the income from which will help subsidise costs for our poorest patients. The old Staff Room has
been converted to a Pharmacy Store with a loading bay to the rear and it is planned to link to other storage
rooms. The Kisiizi intercom phone network has been extended making it easier for our staff to contact
colleagues especially in an emergency.
Visiting Engineer Owen
supervised the
construction of a new
Incinerator as the old
one was cracking and
deteriorating.
Mariuth has been
trained to operate the
new equipment and a
thorough system for
segregation of hospital
waste is in place.

Stre@mline is the IT software programme designed by Kisiizi staff in partnership with
Innovation Streams in Mbarara. It continues to roll out and is having
an increasing benefit in both clinical and management areas.
Kisiizi won a grant from the Uganda National
Council for Science & Technology (UNCST) to help the initial development. We are
piloting at a second site Rugarama Hospital in Kabale and other hospitals are now keen
to look at the program.
For those interested in more details see http://streamlinehealth.org/ and look at the
UUKHA Webinar mentioned above that includes a description of patient safety
innovations in Stre@mline:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWCU2gsqf0k&feature=youtu.be

Kisiizi Falls Tourism site received
11,240 visitors from just before Christmas
2016 to the end of 2017. This generated
14.4M UGX in entrance fees and a further
4.6M UGX in profits on sales in the Visitors
Centre. The proceeds are helping support
the hospital Good Samaritan Fund.
Kisiizi Falls was formally launched by the
Minister of State for Tourism in June 2017
and is the only project in Uganda supported
by the United Nations World Tourism
Organisation.

The photo on the left shows some Kisiizi Power Company Staff who are used to
climbing electricity poles and who help on the SkyTrail Zipline in Kisiizi Falls.
Website for Kisiizi Falls

www.kisiizifalls.com for photos and information

United Nations World Tourism Organization report on Kisiizi Falls project:
http://www2.unwto.org/news/2017-10-17/kisiizi-falls-tourism-project-ugandasuccessfully-completed
TripAdvisor website reviews of Kisiizi Falls:
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g1372043-d13339312-ReviewsKisiizi_Falls-Rukungiri_Western_Region.html

===========
Other people also have plans….
Land just above Kisiizi has recently been purchased by a wealthy
businessman who is now in the process of creating terraces on
the hillside and building a hotel and cottages for accommodation,
a supermarket and garage etc. We pray that this will enhance
facilities for our visitors and staff and not be a negative factor…
============

Demonstration garden behind Children’s Ward

Challenges and setbacks:
We were very sad at the recent death of a member of our Staff, Teacher Norah Tumehabwe, wife of
Rev. Christoper Tugumehabwe, who had served faithfully in Kisiizi Hospital Primary School for many years and
will be sorely missed.
An electricity mains transformer malfunctioned and had to be replaced, causing an interruption to power for the
residences and community and an extra significant cost to Kisiizi Hospital Power Limited.
Kisiizi serves a very poor population. These children live just up the
road. Malnutrition is still all too common partly due to population
growth creating land pressure and partly due to climatic changes
where periods of drought may damage crops and there is no
fallback social security net.
Kisiizi runs family spacing programmes, provides nutritional
education and support including the production of KisiiziNut.
=========================================
UNPRECEDENTED FLOODING
On September 10th 2017 Kisiizi
experienced serious flooding. As
well as our river valley area being
covered which has happened
before, the water rose high
enough to cover the in-patient
area roundabout and flooded the
lower lying wards and the
laundry. The hospital and
community were without power
and sadly this affected our Special Care Baby Unit where the incubators keeping
preterm babies warm and their monitors, oxygen machines etc were all off and a
couple of babies died who probably would otherwise have survived.
The response and support
from within Uganda and
beyond has been heartwarming and encouraging
and we thank all of you who
prayed for us.
We had prompt visits of
support and assessment from
District and National
government officials,
colleagues from neighbouring
hospitals and media coverage
which publicised the crisis.
The local MP’s, the Minister
for Disaster Preparedness and other government officials co-ordinated by the Office of the Prime Minister came
promptly to assess the situation and offer support as did Bishop Benon Magezi, Archdeacon Elias Mbangi and
others from our Diocese.
Uganda Protestant Medical Bureau, Kisiizi Partners in UK and Banyakigezi friends in Canada, other hospitals and
churches in our region and local families all rallied round to raise support and we greatly appreciate the huge
effort that went into this. Practical support received included oxygen concentrators via Ministry of Health,
mattresses, blankets, etc. for which we are very grateful.

Repairs & Renovations: River Channel
We are grateful for prompt support from Uganda National Roads
Authority who made a mechanical digger available which allowed
us to rapidly widen the river channel to create better drainage
especially in the area behind maternity / children’s ward and near
the new Ahumuza Centre where the main bottleneck had been.
We have been able to re-inforce part of the embankment wall
near to Ahumuza centre and the Generator House. Temporary
bridges are in place.
Repairs & Renovations: Hospital Laundry
Wooden shelving was installed as the floods had damaged areas where gauze is prepared for operating theatres
and clinical departments, and where laundry clothes and bedding was processed.
Repairs & Renovations: Removal of silt and mud and debris
The flood water carried a huge amount of mud, rocks, timber and other debris which was deposited across the inpatient area of Kisiizi and in the low-lying buildings including the children’s ward, lower medical ward, laundry,
mothers waiting home and generator house and even into the chapel. A lot of hard work was needed to clear up
and several lorry loads of debris were taken away.
Repairs & Renovations: Main Hospital Drinking Water supply
Kisiizi has a gravity feed system running from a capped spring on a hillside above the hospital down to a couple of
reservoir tanks about half a kilometre away. The pipes were washed away by the floods as the water carried
rocks and logs in the torrent that caused much damage. These pipes have now been replaced.
Repairs & Renovations: Electrical Systems:
The main hydro-electricity generator was affected by
the water and sludge that flooded into the generator
house. We are grateful to all the Kisiizi Hospital Power
Limited staff and consultants in UK who worked
through the issues to re-establish power.
A mains cable that transmits electricity 7km to
Nyarushanje crosses the river channel just below the
generator house and its support pillars were swept
away by the floods. The line has been supported on
metal cables and new supports will be finalised when
the river level is at its lowest in the dry season. At the
same time the channel just above the generator house
will be widened and its embankments repaired where
damaged by the floods. A new bridge will be
constructed for access to the generator house as the current one has been weakened by loss of one of the
support columns.
Mitigation against future flood risk: Power
supplies
We still need to lift junction boxes and segment the
ring main circuit to reduce risk should further
floods come in future. Back up petrol and solar
generators are also being costed.
Mitigation against future flood risk: River /
Drainage Channel re-inforcement to ensure
maximum drainage of water from Kisiizi site in the
event of heavy rains and river flows.
We need to repair damaged embankment walls
and build others especially at the bends in the river
where erosion is likely and may cause collapse /

subsidence of the channel walls. Permanent bridges to staff accommodation and to the Ahumuza Centre will be
needed and a new wider bridge to the Generator House.
Mitigation against future flood risk: Water supply
Designs to complete concrete support columns for the new supply line pipes are in place. The final result will be a
much more robust system with better flow rates able to withstand future
flooding.
The children & parents & staff of Sacred Heart Primary School in London raised
support to repair the damage to the children’s ward garden where families of
children admitted with malnutrition learn key principles about how to better feed
their children in future.
It worked out very well that Moses Mugume was in London at just the right time to
support their fundraising and the children thought he had flown over from Uganda
especially to see them!

Finances are currently very stretched due to a number of factors. The quarterly contribution from the Uganda
Government has continued to fall and the impact of Brexit has been major with a sudden unexpected 20% drop in
the exchange rate of pound sterling to Uganda shilling meaning our UK support was effectively cut overnight.
Thirdly the floods caused a drop in our patient numbers as the media had shown pictures of the hospital under
water. Fourthly there has been some delay in some donor funds being sent from UK to Kisiizi but this is now
being addressed. Added to these factors the rise in costs for medical supplies has been significant so we have just
increased some of our fees and Management are examining other actions to reduce expenditure. Very sadly we
have also identified theft by three of our Staff at out-patient reception who have been dismissed and taken to the
police. Some further investigations are underway and nearing completion. Such things are very upsetting but we
pray that when the issues are finalised Kisiizi will be stronger and move forward positively. We know many of our
supporters have given generously in response to the floods. We would be most grateful for any further support
towards the Kisiizi Hospital general fund as we work through the above challenges, thank you for standing with
us.
Having read the above news updates and seen that Kisiizi has many individual and group friends you may get the
impression that we have enough support! But if you look at the Appendices showing the volume of work and the
scope of services Kisiizi offers you will see it is a huge operation. In fact, to run a hospital, community
programme, School of Nursing & Midwifery, Primary School, Community Health Insurance Scheme, Power
Company, Tourism Centre not to mention being a Church Parish you will realise much resource is needed.
The theme chosen by our Bishop for the Diamond Jubilee is from 1 Samuel 7:12 “Then Samuel took a stone and
set it up between Mizpah and Shen. He named it Ebenezer (stone of help) saying “Thus far has the LORD helped
us.” We are amazed that Kisiizi has never closed its doors to patients in these 60 years and believe will continue
to serve and be a testimony to God’s great love for a poor community.

Future plans:
Kisiizi will celebrate its Diamond Jubilee on
April 6-8th 2018 giving thanks for 60 years of
uninterrupted service. We are grateful to the
Archbishop of Uganda for agreeing to host the
weekend and we are delighted that Mrs Doreen
Sharp, wife of Dr. John Sharp, (photo) the first
doctor in Kisiizi, has confirmed she plans to
attend.
We are developing deeper ties with Bishop
Stuart University and plan to link to their
partnership with North Kigezi Diocese Rukungiri
Christian University to set up a degree level
nursing course leading to a Bachelors of Nursing
degree.

We hope to further develop our mental health and epilepsy services and health promotion work utilising the
strength of our community health insurance and church networks.
We hope to construct a new 2-storey ward block in the next 3 years to provide an Intensive Care Unit, new
Maternity and Special Care Baby Unit and female surgery and gynaecology ward.
We are exploring possible options to expand our capacity for hydro-electricity generation. The drainage of
papyrus swamps upstream from Kisiizi has damaged the natural reservoir we enjoyed before. Consequently
when there is heavy rain the flow is huge as it is not held back, and a lot of silt is carried away in this. However
when we come to dry season the flow can become very low and insufficient to meet the demand for power
causing power cuts or rationing. We are so grateful to friends who have given tremendous support to keep our
generators running with the provision of spare parts, technical advice and input.
We are also scoping out potential links with a clinic in Rwentobo about an hour’s drive from Kisiizi where there is
capacity to expand our Insurance Scheme to benefit a very poor community right up to the Rwanda border.

We thank you for your prayers and
encouragement
as we press on towards the goal of sharing

Life in all its Fullness
with our patients, staff, visitors and community.

APPENDIX 1:

DATA FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 2017:

SERVICE
GENERAL OUT PATIENT CLINIC
REFERRALS TO KISIIZI
NEW ANTE-NATAL
MENTAL HEALTH CLINICS
DENTAL CLINICS
New users family planning implants
Family planning injections
IN-PATIENT ADMISSIONS
PATIENT DAYS
DELIVERIES
CAESARIAN SECTIONS
MAJOR OPERATIONS
MINOR OPERATIONS
TOTAL OPERATIONS
TOTAL LAB TESTS
Current patients on TB treatment: 54

NUMBER IN THE YEAR
61,773
549
2,214
3,577
2,907
425
681
8,705
60,155
2,220
668 (30%)
1,507
2,354
3,861
13,436

MONTHLY AVERAGE
5,148
46
185
298
242
35
57
725
5,013
185
56
126
196
322
1,120

Current patients on anti-retroviral treatment for HIV: 1,847

2 operations going on in
Kisiizi!

=====================================================================================

Appendix 2: PATIENT SAFETY AND QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS ACHIEVED IN 2017
IMPACT
New ultrasound machine
installed
GeneXpert equipment
Hand washing stations
Mental health
Provision of safe rooms
for very disturbed
patients
Water Filtration plant
installed
Intercom phones
Anaesthesia
Autoclaves
Distillers
24 hour links to Uganda
Clinical Guidelines
WHO Emergency Triage
Assessment and
Treatment tool
Labels for dispensed
medicines
Audit of prescribing
errors
Access to previous
records and data
Adverse drug reaction
reporting
Health screening
Early warning scores

Clinical Prompts

Clinician input data

Specific disease
templates
Audit

COMMENT

Improved range of diagnostic imaging with higher quality definition
images
Rapid diagnosis of tuberculosis and identification of any drugresistance forms
Easy access to hand washing
Kisiizi organised Dr Fiona, a psychiatry registrar from UK, to work
with our team for 6 months
Ahumuza Centre includes two rooms for new patients who are very
disturbed to help them settle before moving to the general wards.
The old building did not have this facility.
Provides safe drinking water to clinical areas

Thanks to Toshiba and
Countess of Chester Hospital
Ministry of Health

Network extended

Improves clinical quality by
making referrals more rapid
National Social Security Fund
donation
“

New anaesthetic machine with patient monitor and ventilator
st
organised, due to arrive 1 March
Two new autoclaves organised to ensure sterility of theatre
instruments etc.
Two new distillers to ensure reliable production important for
patient safety in urological surgery etc
Direct access to specific current national guideline for specific
diagnoses
100% patients 12years and under are now screened ensuring Kisiizi
identifies those who need priority treatment
All dispensed medicines have information label in vernacular or in
English dependent on patient preference improving safety and
compliance.
Kisiizi now has audit of 100% of prescribing errors in out-patient
department allowing targeted training of clinicians
Stre@mline 24 hour access to previous patient episodes,
investigations, documents e.g. x-rays now possible
Stre@mline Immediate access to WHO Uganda page for reporting of
suspected reactions
All patients attending clinics are now screened for smoking, alcohol,
family planning needs and body mass index
Age band specific normal ranges provided then Early Warning Scores
generated to assist in correct triage. National EWS data now being
collected for research purposes.
Customisable prompts appear for Symptoms, Investigations,
Diagnoses, Treatments and Procedures reminding and guiding
clinicians in management
Diagnostic data is entered by clinicians improving accuracy
compared to the previous retrospective data recording by relatively
inexperienced staff
With the serious rise in non-communicable diseases, the specific
templates e.g. for diabetes are helping to promote high quality
monitoring and follow up
The ability to track trends of specific diseases, look at geographical
prevalence, monitor outcomes, length of stay etc is all possible with
the database.

Countess of Chester support
Valuable input and review of
patient management

Improved quality for patients

“
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Stre@mline
Being rolled out to other
wards but limited by cost of
computers needed
Previously such events often
went unreported
Stre@mline
Stre@mline
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